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Introduction
There are many individual reasons why a person would want to transfer out of a preserved
Final Salary Scheme they were a past member of. In this Critical Analysis we look at some
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of the reasons, some of the history of Final Salary Schemes, the Pension Protection Fund
(PPF) and the potential problems there, the current thought of the regulator moving forward.
Some example reasons to transfer out.
•

The most basic of reason to transfer out being that you are age 55 or over and
wanting to access the Tax Free Cash from some or all of one's pension and in some
cases the fund itself since Pension freedoms of 2015 were introduced.

•

Having a preserved Final Salary Scheme and wishing to consolidate it with other
pensions you may have and at the same time take more control of your pensions.

•

You were not a member of the scheme for a long time and feel the fund would be
better used in a personal pension.

•

Low Gilt Rates Currently mean the cost to buy an Annuity is high. Transfer Values
from Final Salary Schemes are very high because of this and by taking advantage of
this a pension fund value is enhanced.

•

If you have a while before you were able to retire and you wished to look at early
retirement as an option but the scheme would apply an early retirement penalty of up
to 4% per year for early retirement and think it may be best to look at a transfer out.
(A scheme with a retirement age of 65 that reduces a pension by 4% per year for
early retirement will reduce benefits by 40% for a member wishing to retire at age 55)

•

Your former employer is offering an enhancement for you to transfer out and it makes
sense to do so.

•

You left under a cloud and wish to transfer out regardless.

•

Higher Death benefits pre retirement and post retirement by transferring out as per
Pension Freedoms 2015.

•

The employer could go out of business and the scheme may end up in the Pension
Protection Fund (PPF).

•

Your former employer could go out of business but has done a deal with the
Pensions Regulator to keep the scheme out of the PPF. There is no guarantee that
this will be sufficient and you are concerned enough to look at transferring your
scheme to a Personal Pension.

•

Your preserved pension is more than the PPF cap, you have not yet reached scheme
retirement age so if the scheme were to enter the PPF before this your pension
would be reduced to the maximum payable by the PPF and then subsequently
reduced by a further 10% by the PPF. You are very concerned the employer may go
out of business and the scheme may enter the PPF so you want to protect you
position as best you can.

•

You can leave the pension to your family.

•

You ring fence the pension from any problems or issues the scheme or employer
may have moving forward and take control yourself.

These are but a few reasons to transfer as all peoples circumstances are different.
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By transferring out the trade off is that you give up any "guarantees" and assume control
yourself of the fund and what you eventually do with that fund such as buy an annuity or
enter into a Flexi Access Drawdown arrangement but the choice is yours. There is no actual
guarantee that you will be better off as a result but you are in control of your own destiny.
Despite having choices the transfer system operates on a like for like basis comparison.
Needless to say in a Preserved Final Salary Scheme your benefits are guaranteed at the
scheme retirement date, however there are still a few things that can upset the scheme
along the way. Maybe the sponsoring employer going out of business and the scheme
entering into the PPF and then paying you 90% of what you were expecting if your pension
is lower than the maximum allowable cap. Or the scheme being either re scheduled via the
Pension Regulator doing a deal with the members altering their pension benefits as in the
case of the British Steel Tata Deal recently to keep the scheme out of the PPF. Despite that
the scheme could still enter the PPF at some point in the future where in the case of British
Steel TATA they will then receive 90% of the new lower level of pensions they have accepted
to keep them out of the PPF in the first place.
The scheme may have a shortfall and as part of the process propose to all members a
change in the way their pensions are calculated which in all cases means lower pensions, as
part of the recovery plan.
The employer may wind up the scheme in favour of a new version which of course will make
you worse off at retirement, or they may be in favour of National Employment Savings Trust
(NEST) arrangement which would see a shortfall in what you may have been expecting
because the company scheme has now changed.
Your scheme accrual rate may not be the best average of the last three years but lifetime
earnings which will give a poorer retirement income. Likewise increase options at CPI are
lower than RPI.
Or you are a member of the scheme and it enters into the PPF and then your entitlement
reduces by 10% of what you thought you were going to get if you have not reached
retirement age at that particular time.
There may be a change in regulation. Take Government Unfunded Pensions such as
Teachers, NHS, Fire, Police to name a few. They could previously transfer out, but since
Pension Freedoms were introduced they now can't even if they wanted to.
In conclusion the Final salary Scheme presents some guarantees but these can be changed
to suit the situation and as a member you have little say or input. By transferring out you give
up the guarantees, ring fence yourself from any scheme issues at that point as you are out
of it, assume investment risk, assume annuity risk, gain flexibility, and accept that you may
or may not be better off by transferring out as there is no cast iron guarantee. Therefore a
"guarantee" is only a guarantee in name because there is many issues that can arise to
change these guarantees over time. On that basis how good is a guarantee that you are not
in control of with your current scheme?
Others may be more aware of what has gone on in the Final Salary arena over recent years
and some not so. This analysis is to look at some of the things that have gone on previously,
the current train of thought and why on the one hand it is good to have an option of last
resort such as the PPF.
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Past Pension Failures
Mirror Group Newspapers.
Robert Maxwell's Mirror Group Newspapers (MGN) pension scandal. This arose from
Maxwell purchasing the MGN and thus inheriting the overfunded pension scheme.
Unfortunately "he regarded the pension fund as his money" [BBC News] and set about a
process defraud it. This £450 Million fraud affected 30,000 scheme members and described
in the SuperFraud article [Source Superfraud.org ]. [Australian Guardian] reported, 30,000
members affected which led to a "£100Million UK Government Payout plus £275Million out
of court settlement from the city".
The reason this was allowed to happen was a lack of regulation by the Pensions Regulator
at the time, which enabled Maxwell to abuse the company pension fund. There was no
process in place to report or police it such as whistle blowing by the Trustees so it went
largely undetected. Likewise there was no safety net such as the Financial Assistance
Scheme or the Pension Protection Fund (PPF) we have today hence the government
payout.
Looting from DB schemes was addressed by the Pensions Act 1995. This introduced OPRA,
as the new Pensions Regulator [Wikipedia Pensions Act 1995]. A significant change made it
Law for trustees, professional advisers and anyone connected with a scheme admin to
whistle blow if they suspect anything. [Linklaters pensions Act 2004 050510.pdf] [Pension
Regulator 2004]. The aim being to stop this kind of abuse from happening again. The
Pensions Act 2005 saw further alterations to DB schemes to repay debt [Wikipedia Pensions
Act 2005].
In conclusion it took a disaster, a large settlement from the Government and to apportion
blame, change the Pensions Regulator to OPRA, with a new mandate to make companies
repay DB debt to pension schemes and a timescale to do it. Fearing other scheme failures,
a lifeboat for schemes for employer insolvency was put in place called the Financial
Assistance Scheme (FAS) later to become the PPF. History has shown this was not enough
to stop continued DB problems but it was a start.
Other notable failures include [Equitable Life] which involved historical Guaranteed Annuity's
of which there was no money to pay and led to the downfall of the company and years of
claims by the out of pocket members. More recently the BHS scandal and huge pension
fraud [BHS Enquiry] which is still ongoing.

British Steel.
Problems with steel prices led by China undercutting the market and consequently a large
fall in steel prices, owners TATA wanted to close steel works in the UK. They closed one
plant and threatened closure of the second welsh plant and the Pension Fund. [British Steel
Pension] The consequence of this failure for the PPF would have been huge because of the
estimated £2 Billion scheme shortfall. [British Steel Pension]. [Letter to all members]. An
option to join the PPF was muted by the scheme trustee. One big problem with this scheme
is that the number of retired far exceeds the non retired active members so there is a huge
continued underfunding.
The Government and Pensions Regulator did a deal which also involved re-scheduling of
the scheme pensions agreed by the members to keep it out of the PPF. They did not have
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much choice really as a move to the PPF would make them worse off. The intention is to use
a Regulated Apportionment Arrangement (RAA) without triggering a Section 75 debt
meaning the scheme will be entering the PPF. Some have muted for the Pension Regulator
to have more powers to split a scheme and employer via the use of RAA's. [Green Paper
231]. One of the Pension Regulators Objectives is to reduce the risk of situations arising
which may lead to compensation being paid from the PPF. [Green Paper 46]. Despite these
efforts there have been 482 transfers out of the TATA British Steel Scheme during the year to
31st March 2017 among these some former and current managers and the flow of transfers
continues. [Financial Times]. One cannot blame them because with new lower pensions on
offer as a result of the deal, if the scheme still fails it will enter the PPF and that will pay 90%
of the new lower deal which would make them even more worse off than they thought they
would be.
A more recent development is a merger with a German company which would trigger up to
4,000 job losses across the new group. It makes me wonder how long the British Steel
Pension has left despite the current new deal and how long before this scheme ends up in
the PPF. I think it only a matter of time.
[John Ralfe], pension pundit, comments on "moral hazard" created by scheme repayment
issues. He highlights there are plenty of concerns over scheme funding and shortfalls which
could also end up in the PPF despite all efforts to keep these funds out such as British Steel
and others. To conclude on the John Ralfe report it also highlights that even a scheme doing
a deal with the Pensions Regulator because of a shortfall, if the scheme fails to maintain
payments to finance a fund in deficit the business has lost nothing because the PPF will pick
up the shortfall in any event and as highlighted there have been schemes that this applies
to.

The National Association of Pension Funds (NAPF)
They published a report of the current DB schemes state of health. [NAPF Report]. They
claim that "55% of current schemes are closed to new members, 13% of are still open to
new joiners and 31% are closed all together and 25% of schemes need to increase
contributions significantly and increase investment return".
It's clear that funding issues for DB schemes is a big issue highlighted in a report from
Hayley Kirton City AM [City AM Report 2016] which she states "the level of funding in DB
schemes has worsened in the past year", although the Green Paper doesn't agree it's down
to employers not being able to afford it, rather the fall in gilt prices is adding to problems, and
it is not law that a scheme should be fully funded either.
From my readings a concern of the regulator is putting the sponsoring employer out of
business by forcing them to repay shortfalls despite two Pension Acts to get them to do it.
Giving the regulator more powers to split schemes and employers is also being resisted as
they don't want to make this an easy process for fear of potential abuse. This could in turn
lead to a delayed problem facing the PPF so I think it wise that it is only used as a fallback of
last resort.
According to the government stats DB Scheme active membership is down 50% in the last
10 years [Green Paper Stats]. This is no surprise as there is a change to Defined
Contribution schemes and the introduction of compulsory pensions see no long term
employer liability, less regulation and more cost effective for employers rather than DB
6
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schemes. In my opinion, it would be no surprise if major employers started trying to wind up
schemes to new members in favour of the new NEST offerings.

Government Green Paper
[Green Paper 208] states that "it doesn't believe there is a case for changes to member
benefits and DB benefits are hard promises-debts like any others". A change from RPI to
CPI has already been carried out with Unfunded Government schemes in 2010 which
caused protests. Further switches in some schemes to a lifetime earnings calculation will
reduce pensions at retirement age. An article by Julian Champkin [Significance Report]
shows clearly how each is measured. RPI takes into account housing costs and CPI doesn't
which always makes CPI less than RPI commonly by 1%.
An article in the [Guardian], states this change "will affect 11million pension holders" and the
consensus is that pensioners will be worse off as a result. Further clarity by an article in [The
Times] confirming the "proposal and that it is currently in consultation until May17 where it
may publish a white paper" and covered in [Money Marketing]. Let's not forget this is a
proposal not an actual happening currently. The [Green Paper 279] says that "it doesn't think
the case is strong enough to reduce or abandon inflation links across the board".
RPI is a way of "sharing inflation between the scheme and member" which is why there is a
cap on it. [Green Paper 271]. In my opinion changing to CPI would reduce the current
undertaking of scheme funding requirements saving an estimated "£9Billion" and the huge
cost will be met by the scheme members who will be worse off during accumulation and
retirement income paid. This could also reduce transfer values and make it less viable to
transfer. As many pensions invest in index linked gilts which are linked to RPI the change to
CPI will be far more complex than it may seem at first glance.[Green Paper 277].

Pensions and Lifetime Savings Association (PLSA)
They muted a proposal to pool all current DB schemes into a superfund their conclusions in
a bulletin [PLSA] to provide asset pooling, single governance, shared services and save
money. Also quoting that a DB member has a "50:50" chance of receiving the full pension,
further reported on Sky News and [City AM].
This also reported in the [Green Paper 355] confirming my opinion, it would reduce costs,
but is not a workable plan, fraught with problems and costs to implement. Whilst interesting,
probably a non starter. This "old" story was also recently re reported on Sky News again but
it has no traction and will never happen.
The Office of National Statistics (ONS), [ONS] shows there are 5.5million private DB scheme
active members receiving pensions and those with preserved pensions. Private sector
schemes membership has fallen in 2015-2016 showing a member exit trend.

The PPF
This body is not government backed or funded which is a clever move to keep the
government out of the private sector responsibility and finances of failed final salary
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pensions. It's funded by a scheme based levy and a risk based levy on all Final Salary and
Hybrid Schemes that could qualify for PPF. Further money raised by recovery of sponsoring
employer assets for schemes that entered the PPF and fund investment return. Once all
efforts have been made to recover funds from the sponsoring employers assets, the PPF as
a collective has to absorb the shortfall. PPF also has powers to reduce payments if
underfunding is a severe issue.
Therefore in theory a scheme that is in trouble that does a deal to stay out of the PPF and is
not supported by the sponsoring employer while the employer liquidates other assets can
still end up in the PPF on that basis, highlighted in the John Ralfe Report previously
mentioned. If the PPF picks up the shortfalls then there is little incentive for a scheme that is
in trouble to bust the bank trying to fix itself despite any deals it may or may not do with the
Pension Regulator.
In 2006-2007 the levy was projected to be £575m but was £271m, 2007-2008 it was £675m
(CII JO4 June2008 Chapter 5 page 11 PPF Funding), 2017-2018 [PPF 2016] is £615Million.
There are 880 schemes in the PPF with "230,664 individuals, with only 124,705 members
receiving pension". [PPF Website March 2017].
From 2009-2014 saw a surge in
applications during the credit crunch, less since then. A separate list of DB schemes from the
FAS now under PPF via [FAS Website 2017].

Reasons for Concern.
These are that the population is ageing, DB schemes are no longer cost effective, over
regulated and costly to administer and on the decline. Many schemes are in financial trouble
funding wise and have recovery plans in place, however in my opinion it is unlikely a
recovery plan will actually end in any full scheme recovery to fully funded. Many sponsoring
employers like TATA of British Steel Pension are looking for exit plans from liability and
others in the John Ralfe Report . As more schemes fail in the future levies can only go so far
on the remaining schemes, meaning there is only so much money available for levies. The
regulator is aware that over costing schemes such as repayment of shortfalls and levies may
push some over the brink and there are schemes currently at risk of failure. On that basis
even if they fail the PPF will pick up the slack of the funding and there lies a potential
problem. One wonders if the collapse of several large schemes in a short timeframe would
over-stress the PPF. There are 5 million private sector DB scheme members and the PPF,
has only 230,664 members and only 124,705 receiving pensions currently. Despite this
there is still over £615 Million shortfall each year in the PPF itself. Therefore if the ratio of
PPF scheme members doubles from more scheme failures and the receiving pensioner
number doubles the shortfall on the current basis could be over £1 Billion a year easily.
Therefore large scheme failures increasing the strain on the PPF, a reduction of available
levies and more PPF members receiving their reduced pensions will significantly increase
the shortfalls in the PPF so the weight of what could be is very significant. The PPF can also
further reduce pensions in payment below the 90% level if there is funding issues but if that
was the case then there may well be a need for the government to step in and help rescue
the rescue scheme. It is a potential demographic time bomb that may well require
government assistance in the future, time will tell.
If a scheme enters into the PPF joining process, meaning the sponsoring employer is
insolvent or a previous Pension Regulator deal to keep the scheme out of the PPF fails then
NO TRANSFERS OUT ARE ALLOWED during this process. They will still provide figures but
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no money will be coming from them. You are then stuck with it. Commonly the process can
take up to a year to complete and in some cases longer.
As a potential PPF member with a preserved company final salary scheme one should take
into consideration all of the facts outside of one's control in the decision making process.

Why Consider Transferring out of a Defined Benefit (DB) Scheme to
a Personal Pension?
Benefits of a DB Scheme
Your retirement benefits are defined and will depend upon years of service, pensionable
salary, scheme retirement age. Earlier retirement will come at a cost. Example at [Unbiased].
The main benefit is that you do not have to deal with investment risk or annuity risk and your
pension entitlement is guaranteed including any [Safeguarded Benefits]. Once in payment
your pension is guaranteed for you and 50% spouse pension, plus payments are inflation
proofed to a degree with indexed rises even if the scheme enters the PPF afterwards.
If you have long service and are close to retirement then the best thing may be to stick with
the scheme. You may wish to look at an [Open Market Option] which will enable you to
transfer out with no penalty if that is best because you could be paying for some benefits you
may not need such as spouses pension and guarantee period if you were single.
If the sponsoring employer is looking uncertain, your pension entitlement at retirement is
higher than the current cap 2017-2018 is £38,505.61 (this equates to £34,655.05 when the
90 per cent level is applied) per year. This is set by DWP. If the PPF is a real possibility
before you retire, then a transfer out may make sense so your pension is not capped by the
PPF.
A big drawback is that pre-scheme retirement age if the sponsoring employer decides to
close the scheme you have little say or influence over the outcome. Likewise if the scheme
enters the PPF your benefits are reduced by at least 10% and you will have to stick with it.

PP Advantages.
You de-risk from any scheme or sponsoring employer failure issues, ring-fence your
retirement pot and take control yourself. You can make further contributions into your fund if
it is a PP, pre-retirement. You assume investment risk, annuity risk but can tailor the fund to
suit your attitude to risk and requirements.
There is no guarantee that a transfer will make you better off at retirement. By transferring
you have no guarantees as fund values can change as can the cost of annuity and
availability so there is more risk involved. You will also be paying higher charges than a DB
scheme such as Plan, Fund, Adviser Fees.
You may wish to take the transfer at some point in the future anyway when reviewing
retirement options for yourself.
If you transfer into a PP you can continue to make contributions up to your retirement.
There is no early retirement penalty so you can access your pension from age 55 onwards.
The death benefits may well be higher by transferring out because it will be the fund value at
9
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the time of death rather than a scheme death benefit. You can pass on your pension in the
future. You can decide at the time how you want your pension paid and in what format, either
via Flexi Access Drawdown, Annuity, Capital Protected Annuity, Impaired or Enhanced
Annuity depending upon lifestyle or health, Phased Retirement.
You may be over age 55 currently, have a past preserved pension scheme and wish to look
at how best the scheme could suit you now. This by comparing whet the scheme will provide
now retirement benefit wise and a comparison by transferring it into a Flexi Access
Drawdown right now, receiving the Tax free Cash and income options plus increasing your
estate value with the value of the transferred fund.

Transfer Values.
When a scheme costs a transfer value it is based on Gilt Prices of the day. Therefore if Gilt
returns are low it will cost more to provide those benefits and so the transfer value will be
higher. Likewise Annuity Purchase Prices are based on Gilt Prices and the same applies. If
Gilt Prices are Low then annuity costs are higher and therefore annuities cost more so you
get less for your money.
It is therefore wise to consider the transfer out of a Final Salary Scheme if the transfer value
you receive is enhanced by low gilt prices as the sum, when applied to your retirement plus
the death benefits can be significantly higher than if Gilt Prices were higher.

Conclusion.
We have looked at some reasons to consider a transfer of a preserved final salary pension
scheme, some past scheme failures and the changes made by the regulator as a result. The
Government and Pensions Regulator are aware of the current and potential problems facing
DB schemes and are in the process of looking at all options. The suggestion of a super fund
is unworkable and there is no other realistic solution available. The change of indexation
from RPI to CPI would save schemes money at huge cost for members and would prove
unpopular. In general Government feel scheme funding is ok but recognises some schemes
are higher risk than others. They are wary of giving the Pensions Regulator more powers to
separate more DB schemes from sponsoring employers like British Steel as this could place
the PPF at greater risk if the subsequent scheme fails. Needless to say there are already a
number of schemes out there that could have entered the PPF but for actions of the
regulator so these schemes are technically between a fully funded employer final salary
scheme needing no assistance and schemes that have entered into the PPF already so
maybe with some it is only a matter of time. PPF funding already has an unhealthy shortfall
each year which can only rise and there is only so much money available to fund it and a
surge or several large schemes failing may put a huge strain on it. It is also a well known
fact that the trend is away from final salary schemes by employers and new membership is
falling significantly. As a population we are living longer so PPF member payments can last
for many years, like a normal final salary scheme that is not a PPF member.
There is no singular reason for someone to consider transferring out of a DB scheme but
most people have a fragmented work life and not jobs for life so safeguarding retirement
fund(s) may be a motivation when considering past events in the final salary world, current
possible consequences of final salary schemes. Current enhanced transfer values because
of low gilt returns is also a large motivation.
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A Final Salary Scheme or Personal Pension? Each method carries its own level of risk or
guarantee. Whilst a member of a final salary scheme there is a guarantee of retirement
income, even if the scheme enters the PPF so it could be said that the risk is the reduced as
is the amount you would receive in such an event. A transfer out also carries its risks,
flexibility, safeguarding of benefits, investment risk and rewards in other ways.
We are a changing society and views of retirement have changed over the years and how
different people are going to achieve it. We like to be in control of our finances and situations
and it doesn't bode well when outside factors can affect things such as pension funds.
Legislation has changed significantly and there is a steady flow of transfers out of final salary
schemes as it allows people choices flexibility and increases ones wealth.
For thousands of people the system of a final salary pension works fine as it is. For others,
hindsight may have been a wonderful thing. The Financial Conduct Authority guide is that a
transfer out is not good advice although this has recently changed, but one size doesn't fit
all, so a transfer is still an individual consideration and depends upon a number of factors.
Pension Freedoms introduced by George Osbourne assumes that we are all able to make
informed decisions and are grown up enough to manage our money, which also includes
pension based money. Because of the rules wrapped around pension based funds and final
salary schemes, we need to fully understand the current circumstances of where the money
is and what it will do, the consequence of changing this from one environment to another
and the impact that this may have on retirement. For this we have an advice process,
comparison tools and you individual wishes and objectives to use to help you make the right
choices.
The main concern of everyone I meet regarding retirement is ; When I stop work will I have
enough money? Can I afford to retire? For many younger people now days they can't even
buy a house let alone save for retirement so a job with a pension scheme of substance
would make sense for them.
Auto enrolment schemes do provide a savings vehicle for members of this there is no doubt.
One has to think that such a system now in place and with the state retirement age being
pushed back for men and women to further in the distance, if in the future means testing was
introduced and most people are forced to save will the state retirement pension payment be
reduced making you not much better off than current. This would of course mean a future
legislation change regarding the state pension of which we would have no control over of
course but food for thought. I can relate this to when I was in the Army serving in Germany.
From our wages we had deducted accommodation and food as we lived in the barracks.
When we had a pay rise they then put the cost of the accommodation and food up of which
we had no control over and no vote which then made us worse off than before we had a pay
rise. Therefore using the same similarity if we are pushed into auto enrolment schemes this
will increase the pension income at retirement and if the state pension were means tested
would we be better off as a result. Food for thought perhaps.
People close to retirement have a lack of time on their side so need to make sure what they
have is meaningful and protected and for all of the above reasons there is no better rationale
than to take action and take stock of what you have, what you can do with it and when.
On that thought you would be wise to look at your current pension or pensions that you have
even if retirement is a long way off, so please feel free to get in touch.
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